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Abstract 
It is shown that a Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric space X with 
bounded growth at some scale is roughly quasi-isometric to a convex 
subset of hyperbolic space. If one is allowed to rescale the metric 
of X by some positive constant, then there is an embedding where 
distances are distorted by at most an additive constant. 
Another embedding theorem states that any 8-hyperbolic met-
ric space embeds isometrically into a complete geodesic 8-hyperbolic 
space. 
The relation of a Gromov hyperbolic space to its boundary is fur-
ther investigated. One of the applications is a characterization of the 
hyperbolic plane up to rough quasi-isometries. 
1 Introduction 
The study of Gromov hyperbolic spaces has been largely motivated and 
dominated by questions about Gromov hyperbolic groups. This paper 
studies the geometry of Gromov hyperbolic spaces without reference to 
any group or group action. 
One of our main theorems is 
Embedding Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Gromov hyperbolic geodesic 
metric space with bounded growth at some scale. Then there exists an 
integer n such that X is roughly similar to a convex subset of hyperbolic 
n-space lHIn. 
The precise definitions appear in the body of the paper, but now we 
briefly discuss the meaning of the theorem. The condition of bounded 
growth at some scale is satisfied, for example, if X is a bounded valence 
graph, or a Riemannian manifold with bounded local geometry. Saying 
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that X is roughly similar to a metric space Y means that there is a map 
f : X -----+ Y and constants k, A> 0, such that 
IAdx(x, y) - dy(f(x), f(y)) I ~ k, \/x,y EX, 
and SUPyEY dy(y, f(X)) ~ k. This is much stronger than saying that X 
and Yare roughly quasi-isometric. (Roughly quasi-isometric is the term 
we use for what is elsewhere "quasi-isometric" or "roughly-isometric".) 
It follows in particular that complex hyperbolic m-space embeds in lllIn 
for some n = n(m). It would be interesting to determine or estimate the 
smallest possible n( m ). 
The converse of the theorem is straightforward: a geodesic metric space 
X that is roughly similar to a convex subset W of lllIn has bounded growth 
at some scale and is Gromov hyperbolic. This is even known to be true 
if you weaken the assumption that X is roughly similar to Wand instead 
assume that X is roughly quasi-isometric to W. 
The outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is quite simple. We verify 
that the Gromov boundary ax has finite Assouad dimension, and then 
Assouad's theorem [AJ implies that (if we rescale the metric of X by a 
constant) ax has a bilipschitz embedding in lRn - 1, for some n. As lRn - 1 U 
{ oo} is the boundary of lllIn , further assuming that the set of all geodesics 
is cobounded in X (that is, there is a finite upper bound for the distance 
of any point in X to the union of the geodesics in X), the embedding of 
ax in alllIn induces an embedding of X in lllIn. The general statement then 
easily reduces to this case. 
Another embedding theorem presented here says that any 8-hyperbolic 
metric space X embeds isometrically in a complete geodesic 8-hyperbolic 
metric space. This allows us to generalize statements about geodesic Gro-
mov hyperbolic metric spaces to the non-geodesic setting. 
It is known that a rough quasi-isometry f : X -----+ Y between Gromov 
hyperbolic metric spaces induces a map of : ax -----+ ay, which is bi-holder 
and quasi conformal. However, it turns out that of satisfies a stronger 
condition. It is what is called below a power quasisymmetry. Conversely, 
under mild conditions on X and Y, any power quasisymmetry from ax to 
ay induces a rough quasi-isometry from X to Y. 
Previously, F. Paulin [PJ has obtained a characterization of X from 
ax under the assumption that there is a group acting isometrically and 
co-compactly on X. His methods and results are different. 
Given any bounded metric space Z, we define a Gromov hyperbolic 
space Con(Z) such that a Con(Z) = Z. This is quite similar to a construc-
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tion by Gromov. It turns out that under mild assumptions Con(aX) is 
roughly quasi-isometric to X, when X is Gromov hyperbolic. 
As an application of the machinery developed, some results about two 
dimensional Gromov hyperbolic spaces are obtained. We give characteri-
zation of 1HI2 up to rough quasi-isometries. 
It is also shown that a planar Gromov hyperbolic graph with bounded 
vertex degree and finitely many vertices in any compact subset of the plane 
is roughly quasi-isometric to a convex subset of 1HI2 , provided that there is 
a finite upper bound for the distance of a vertex in G to the union of all 
geodesics in G. 
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing some notions of 
coarse geometry in section 2, and some basics of Gromov hyperbolic spaces 
in section 3, we show in section 4 that each Gromov hyperbolic space can 
be embedded in a complete geodesic Gromov hyperbolic space without 
changing the hyperbolicity constant 8. In section 5 we collect some auxiliary 
results about Gromov hyperbolic spaces that are needed later on. 
In sections 6-8 we discuss the boundary functor X f---+ ax, the convex 
hull functor Z f---+ Con( Z), and their relation. This is the technical core 
of the paper. We give particular emphasis to the correspondence of maps 
between Gromov hyperbolic spaces and maps between their boundaries. 
In section 9 we recall the notion of Assouad dimension, and establish 
a sufficient condition for a Gromov hyperbolic space to have a boundary 
with finite Assouad dimension. 
The last two sections give applications of the methods developed in 
earlier sections. In section 10 Theorem 1.1 is proved, and in section 11 the 
real hyperbolic plane is characterized up to rough quasi-isometry among 
geodesic metric spaces. 
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2 Coarse Geometry Definitions 
Rough quasi-isornetries. Let (X, d) be a metric space. If the metric 
d is fixed, we denote the distance d(x, y) of two points x, y E X also by 
[x - yr. The diameter of a set A c X is denoted by diam(A), and the 
distance of two set A, B c X by dist(A, B). 
A set A c X is k-cobounded (in X) for k ;:?: 0, if every point x E X has 
distance at most k from A. If A is k-cobounded for some k ;:?: 0 we say that 
A is cobounded. In the same way, we will drop the parameters of a notion 
if the values of the parameters do not matter. 
Let f : X -----+ Y be a map (not necessarily continuous) between metric 
spaces X and Y, and let A ;:?: 1 and k ;:?: 0 be constants. Suppose that f(X) 
is k-cobounded in Y. If, in addition, for all x, y E X, 
A-1 [X - y[ - k ~ If(x) - f(y)1 ~ A[X - y[ + k, (2.1) 
then f is called a (A, k) -rough quasi-isometry. If 
A[X - y[ - k ~ If(x) - f(y)1 ~ A[X - y[ + k, (2.2) 
then f is a (A, k)-rough similarity. If 
[x - y[ - k ~ If(x) - f(y) I ~ [x - y[ + k, (2.3) 
then f is a k-rough isometry. 
If f : X -----+ Y is a map that satisfies (2.1) for all x, y E X without f(X) 
being cobounded in Y, then we call f a (A, k)-rough quasi-isometry of X 
into Y or a rough quasi-isometric embedding. We use similar language for 
a map that satisfies (2.2) or (2.3), but does not necessarily have cobounded 
image in its target space. Each rough isometry is also a rough similarity, 
and each rough similarity is a rough quasi-isometry. If f is bijective and 
satisfies (2.1) for k = 0, then it is called a A-quasi-isometry or A-bilipschitz 
map. 
The classes of maps just introduced have appeared under various names 
in the literature. Here and in the following we have tried to adopt the 
following system for our terminology. The word "rough" refers to change 
of an equality, inequality, etc., defining a notion by an additive constant, 
and the word "quasi" to a change by a multiplicative constant. Keeping this 
in mind, the above terms are more or less self-explanatory. We sometimes 
deviate from this system, if we feel that a certain term is well-established. 
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Two maps f, g : X ---+ Yare roughly equivalent, written f ~ g, if there 
exists some constant k ~ a such that If(x) - g(x)1 ~ k for x E X. This 
defines an equivalence relation on the set of mappings from X to Y. The 
equivalence class of a map f is called the rough mapping class of f. If 
h,12 : X ---+ Y and gl, g2 : Y ---+ Z are rough quasi-isometric embeddings, 
then h ~ 12 and gl ~ g2 imply gl 0 h ~ g2 0 12. Compositions of rough 
quasi-isometric embeddings are maps of the same type. The same statement 
is true for embeddings by rough similarities or rough isometries. From this 
it follows that it is possible to define categories, where the objects are metric 
spaces and the morphisms are rough mapping classes of our various types 
of embeddings. 
A rough-inverse of a rough quasi-isometry f : X ---+ Y is a rough quasi-
isometry g : Y ---+ X such that go f ~ idx and and fog ~ idy. Every rough 
quasi-isometry has a rough inverse. If in addition the rough quasi-isometry 
is a rough similarity or a rough isometry, then the rough inverse is also a 
rough similarity or a rough isometry, respectively. 
We say that two metric spaces X and Yare roughly quasi-isometric, 
written X rv Y, if there exists a rough quasi-isometry f : X ---+ Y. This 
is an equivalence for the class of metric spaces. In a similar way we define 
that X and Yare roughly similar, X rv Y, or roughly isometric, X rv Y. 
These are also equivalences. The equivalence X rv Y implies X ~ Y, and 
X rv Y implies X rv Y. 
Geodesics and rough geodesics in metric spaces. Let X be a metric 
space. A path in X is a map "( : I ---+ X, where I is an interval in lR. We will 
also denote by "( the image set of the path "(. A path "( joins two points x 
and y in X, if I = [a, b], "((a) = x and "((b) = y. The path "( is called a ray 
starting, or emanating, from the initial point x, if I = [0,00) and "((0) = x. 
If "( : I ---+ X is a ('\, k )-rough quasi-isometry of I into X, then "( is called 
a ('\, k)-roughly quasi-isometric path. 
A geodesic, a geodesic ray or a geodesic segment in X is an isometry "( : 
I ---+ X into X, where I is lR, [0,00) or a closed segment in lR, respectively. 
Similarly, if"( : I ---+ X is a k-rough isometry of I = lR into X, we call it 
a k-rough geodesic. We also speak of k-roughly geodesic rays or k-roughly 
geodesic segments, if I = [0,00) or I is a closed segment in lR, respectively. 
We call subsets of X geodesics, rough geodesics, etc., if they are images 
of a path in the corresponding class. 
A geodesic metric space is a metric space X such that for any two 
points x, y E X there is a geodesic segment joining x and y. We denote 
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any geodesic segment with endpoints x, y by [x, y]. Note that this notation 
is ambiguous, since [x, y] may not be unique. 
The space X is k-roughly geodesic, if for every x, y E X there exists 
a k-roughly geodesic segment joining x and y. It is k-almost geodesic, if 
for every x, y E X and every t E [0, Ix - yl], there is some z E X with 
II x - z I - tl ~ k and II y - z I - (Ix - y I - t) I ~ k. 
The reader, who might be content with studying only geodesic metric 
spaces, may question the motivation for introducing the concepts of almost 
geodesic and roughly geodesic. It turns out that the setting of roughly 
geodesic spaces is more fitting with the philosophy of Gromov hyperbolic 
spaces, and it is worthwhile to work in that setting. In particular, the spaces 
Con(Z), which we will construct and will be important for us, are roughly 
geodesic, and it will be unnecessarily cumbersome to modify the construc-
tion to make them truly geodesic. Remark 5.3 below further discusses this 
Issue. 
Constants. In the following, we will encounter various constants whose 
precise values usually does not matter. 
The letter C will denote positive numerical constants. Similarly, 
C(a, b, c, . .. ) will denote universal positive functions of the parameters 
a, b, c, .... Sometimes we write C = C(a, b, c, ... ) to emphasize the param-
eters on which C(a, b, c, . .. ) depends and abbreviate C(a, b, c, ... ) to C. 
We will use the same letter for possibly different constants and functions. 
The notation 0(1) will be used for real numbers whose absolute value is 
bounded by a positive numerical constant that can be computed explicitly 
in principle. Similarly, we use the notation Oa,b,c, ... (1) for real numbers 
whose absolute value is bounded by a constant which can be chosen in a 
way only depending on the parameters a, b, c, .... 
3 Some Basics of Gromov Hyperbolic Spaces 
We here review some definitions and elementary facts concerning Gromov 
hyperbolic spaces. For a more detailed account of this material, the reader 
is referred to [CDP], [GH] or [Gr]. 
The definition of Gromov hyperbolicity. Let X be a metric space. 
Given three points x, y, W E X, the Gromov product of x and y with respect 
to the basepoint w is defined as 
(xIY)w = ~ (Ix - wi + Iy - wi - Ix - yl) . 
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It measures the failure of the triangle inequality to be an equality, and is 
always nonnegative. Often we will fix a basepoint w = 0 EX. Then we 
abbreviate the Gromov product as (x[y) = (x[Y)o' and let [xl = [x - o[ 
denote the distance of x from the basepoint. For all x, y, v, W E X we have 
[(x[Y)v - (x[y)w [ ~ [v - w[ . (3.1) 
This formula is tacitly used in the following when it is convenient to change 
the basepoint. 
Let a V b denote the maximum of two numbers a, b E lR, and let a 1\ b de-
note the minimum. The space X is 0 -hyperbolic, if the following inequality 
holds for all x, y, Z, W EX, 
(x[z)w ~ (x[y)w 1\ (y[z)w - O. (3.2) 
This is equivalent to the more symmetric inequality 
[x - z[ + [y - w[ ~ ([x - y[ + [z - wi) V ([y - z[ + [x - wi) + 20. (3.3) 
It turns out that if (3.2) holds for fixed w E X and arbitrary x, y, Z E X, 
then X is 20-hyperbolic. If X is o-hyperbolic for some 0 < 00, we say that 
X is Gromov hyperbolic. 
The Rips thin triangles definition of Grornov hyperbolicity. Let 
X be a geodesic metric space. We say that X has o-thin triangles, if for 
every geodesic triangle [x, y] U [y, z] u [z, x] C X and every point w E [x, y], 
the distance from w to [y, z] u [z, x] is at most o. There exists some constant 
C > 0 with the following property. If X has o-thin triangles, then X is Co-
hyperbolic, and if X is o-hyperbolic, then it has Co-thin triangles. Hence, in 
the context of geodesic metric spaces, the condition of having thin triangles 
provides an alternative definition for Gromov hyperbolicity. This definition 
was introduced by 1. Rips. 
The boundary ofa Grornov hyperbolic space. Let X be o-hyperbolic 
and w E X. A sequence of points {Xi} c X is said to converge at infinity, 
if 
. ~im (Xi[Xj)w = 00. 
Z,J-+CXJ 
Two sequences {Xi}, {Yi} that converge at infinity are equivalent, if 
.lim (Xi[Yi)w = 00. 
Z-+CXJ 
This defines an equivalence relation for sequences in X converging at infin-
ity. It is easy to see that convergence at infinity of a sequence and equiva-
lence of two sequences does not depend on the choice of the point w. The 
boundary aX of X is defined as the set of equivalence classes of sequences 
converging at infinity. 
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Let a, bE ax. The Gromov product (aJb)w of a and b with respect to 
the point w E X is defined as follows: 
(aJb)w = sup { liE~f(xiJYi)w I {xd E a, {Yd E b}. 
Similarly, for a E ax and Y E X we define 
(aJy)w = (yJa)w = sup { liE~f(xiJy)w I {Xi} E a}. 
Note that (aJb)w E [0,00] for a, bE X u ax, and (aJb)w = 00 if and only if 
a, b E ax, a = b. It can be shown that 
(aJb)w - C8 ~ liminf(xiJYi)w ~ lim sup (Xi JYi)w ~ (aJb)w + C8, 
z--+oo i--+oo 
Va, b E ax, {xd E a, {Yd E b. (3.4) 
A similar inequality holds if one of the points a, b is in X. Inequality (3.2) 
generalizes to points in ax; more precisely, 
(xJz)w ~ (xJy)w 1\ (yJz)w - C8, V w EX, X, y, z EX U ax. (3.5) 
Geodesic stability. If A c X and B c X are two subsets of a metric 
space X, define their Hausdorff distance to be 
dHaus(A,B) = (sup (inf Ja - bJ)) V (sup (inf Ja - bJ)). 
aEA bEE bEE aEA 
Suppose X is a 8-hyperbolic geodesic metric space, and let A ~ 1, k ~ O. 
Then there exists a constant C = C ( 8, A, k) with the following property. 
If '"'( : [a, b] -----t X is a (A, k)-roughly quasi-isometric path, X = '"'((a) and 
y = '"'( (b) are the end points of ,",(, and [x, y] is any geodesic segment joining 
x and y, then dHaus ('"'(, [x, y]) ~ C. 
4 Embedding into a Geodesic Metric Space 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic metric space. Then there is an 
isometric embedding i : X -----t Y of X into a complete 8-hyperbolic geodesic 
metric space Y. 
The following lemma provides the basic step in the construction of Y 
and i. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic metric space, let a, b E X, and 
set D = Ja - bJ. Then there is an isometric embedding i of X into 
a 8-hyperbolic metric space (X, d) which contains a point m satisfying 
d(m,i(a)) = d(m,i(b)) = D/2. 
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~ 
The main point is that the hyperbolicity constant 8 of X is the same as 
that of X. 
Proof. Assume that there is no point x E X satisfying Ix - al = Ix - bl = 
D/2. Let X = XU{m}, where m is a new point not appearing in X. When 
x, y E X, define d(x, y) = Ix - yl, and for any x E X, let 
d(x,m) = d(m, x) = ~ + sup (Ix - wl-Ia - wi V Ib - wi). (4.1) 
wEX 
Note that this is always finite. Finally, let d(m, m) = o. 
We now verify that d is a metric on X. Let x, y E X. When substituting 
a and b for w in (4.1), we find 
d(x, m) ~ D /2 + (Ix - al - la - al V Ib - al) V (Ix - bl - la - bl V Ib - bl) 
= Ix - al V Ix - bl - D /2. (4.2) 
Since D ~ Ix - al + Ix - bl, and there is no point in X satisfying Ix - al = 
Ix - bl = D /2, the right hand side of (4.2) must be positive. Consequently, 
d(z, Zl) > 0 when z i=- Zl are in X. Now (4.2) is used to verify one case in 
the triangle inequality for d. 
d(x, m) + d(m, y) ~ Ix - al V Ix - bl + sup (Iy - wi - la - wi V Ib - wi) 
wEX 
~ Ix - al V Ix - bl + (Iy - xl - la - xl V Ib - xl) 
= Ix - YI = d(x, y) . 
Another case of the triangle inequality is proved as follows, 
d(m,x) + d(x,y) = D/2 + sup (Ix - wl-Ia - wi V Ib - wi) + Ix - yl 
wEX 
~ D /2 + sup (Iy - wi - la - wi V Ib - wi) 
wEX 
= d(m,y). 
Since the triangle inequality for d holds for a~ three points jn X, it now 
follows that it holds for any three points in X, and hence X is a metric 
space. 
We now verify that (X, d) is 8-hyperbolic. For this, it is enough to prove 
the inequality (3.3) for m and points x, y, z E X. For an arbitrary w EX, 
we have 
Ix - wi + Iy - zl ~ (Iy - wi + Ix - zl) V (Iz - wi + Ix - yl) + 28 . 
Therefore, 
d(m, x) +d(y,z) = D/2+ sup (Ix -wl-Ia -wi V Ib-wl) + Iy- zl 
wEX 
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~ D/2 + 28 
+ sup ((Iy-wl + Ix-zl) V (Iz-wl + Ix-YI) - la-wi V Ib-wl) 
wEX 
= (D/2 + Ix - zl + sup (Iy - wl-Ia - wi V Ib - wi)) 
wEX 
V (D/2+ Ix-yl + SUp(lz-wl-la-wl V Ib-wl)) +28 
wEX 
= (d(m, y) + d(x, z)) V (d(m, z) + d(x, y)) + 28, 
which verifies that (X, d) is 8-hyperbolic. 
Observe that 
d(m, a) = D/2 + sup (Ia - wl-Ia - wi V Ib - wi) 
wEX 
= D /2 + sup 0 A (Ia - wi - I b - wi) . 
wEX 
As b may be chosen for w, this shows that d(m, a) = D /2. Similarly, 
d( m, b) = D /2, and the proof is complete. D 
Proof of 4·1. Suppose Z is a metric space and x, y E Z. We say that m is 
a midpoint of x and y if Ix - ml = Iy - ml = Ix - yl/2. The space Z has 
the midpoint property, if for all x, y E Y there exists a midpoint m E Z. In 
the following, when a metric space Zl admits an isometric embedding into 
another metric space Z2, we can think of Zl as being contained in Z2 and 
write Zl C Z2. 
The first step in the proof is to construct a metric space X, ::) X, which 
has the midpoint property and is 8-hyperbolic. 
For a 8-hyperbolic metric space Z and a, b E Z, denote by Z[a, b] the 
space constructed according to the previous lemma. Let ¢ : w ----+ X x X 
be a bijective mapping from some ordinal w onto the set of pairs in X. 
By transfinite induction we define a metric space X (a) for each ordinal 
a ~ w + 1 with the property that X(a) ::) X((3) if a> (3. 
Set X(O) = X. When a = (3 + 1 is a successor ordinal, let X(a) 
be X((3)[a,b], where (a,b) = ¢((3). For limit ordinals a, set X(a) = 
U,6<aX((3). Note that nested unions of 8-hyperbolic spaces are 8-hyperbolic. 
It follows that X* = X(w + 1) is a 8-hyperbolic metric space which con-
tains X and has the property that for any two points in X there exists a 
midpoint in X*. 
Now define inductively Xo = X, and Xi+! = X; for i E N. Let X, = 
UiENXi . Then X' has the required properties. 
To construct a complete metric space Y ::) X which has the midpoint 
property and is 8-hyperbolic we use transfinite induction again. For this, 
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let Wo be the first uncountable ordinal. 
We define a metric spaces Z(o:) for each ordinal 0: < Wo with the prop-
erty that Z(o:) ::) Z((3) if 0: > (3. Let Z(O) be the completion of X'. When 
0: = (3 + 1 is a successor ordinal, let Z ( 0:) be the completion of Z ((3)'. For 
limit ordinals 0:, let Z(o:) be the completion of Uf3<aZ((3)'. Note that com-
pletions of 8-hyperbolic spaces are 8-hyperbolic. It follows by transfinite 
induction that for 0: < Wo all spaces Z(o:) are 8-hyperbolic, complete and 
have the property that if x, y E Z(o:), then Z(o: + 1) contains a midpoint 
of x and y. 
Define Y = Ua<wo Z ( 0:). By the above properties of the spaces Z ( 0:), 
this space contains X, is 8-hyperbolic and has the midpoint property. Fur-
thermore, Y is complete. For if {Xi} is a Cauchy-sequence in Y, then each 
element Xi is contained in some Z(O:i) where O:i < woo Since Wo is the first 
uncountable ordinal, there exits (3 < Wo such that O:i ~ (3 for all i E N. 
Hence the Cauchy sequence {Xi} is contained in Z((3). So it has a limit in 
the complete space Z((3) c Y. 
The space Y is geodesic. This follows from the midpoint property and 
the completeness of Y. For if x, y E Yare arbitrary and D = Ix - yl, then 
by induction it can be shown that there exists an isometry ¢ from the set 
S = {kD/2n : n, kEN, a ~ k ~ 2n} into Y with ¢(O) = X and ¢(D) = y. 
By the completeness of Y, ¢ extends to an isometry of [0, D] into Y. The 
image of this isometry is a geodesic segment [x, y]. We leave the details to 
the reader. 
Thus, Y has all the required properties and the proof is complete. D 
5 Rough Geodesics in Almost Geodesic Metric Spaces 
In this section, we collect various geometric statements that will be used 
later. Almost all of this material has already appeared in the literature, 
perhaps in slightly different form. Therefore, we will mostly skip the proofs 
or only outline the main ideas. An important observation that often serves 
as a guiding principle in proving statements about a 8-hyperbolic space 
X is the fact that given any n-point set M c X there exists a k-rough 
isometric embedding of M into a metric tree with k = k(8, n) (cf. [GH, 
pp.33-38]). In this way geometric statements about finite point sets in X 
can be reduced to an essentially combinatorial problem about the location 
of a finite point set in a tree. 
We start with a lemma that is very useful to estimate distances of points 
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in a Gromov hyperbolic space. An intuitive interpretation of this statement 
is given below. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic metric space. Let 0 be the basepoint 
of X, let a, bE X u ax, and let x, Y E X. Suppose that for some c ;? 0 we 
have (alx) ;? Ixl - c and (bIY) ;? lyl- c. Then 
Ix - yl = Ixl + Iyl - 2( (alb) /\ Ixl/\ Iyl ) + 08,c(1) . 
Proof On the one hand, (3.5) gives 
(alb) ;? (alx) /\ (xlb) - C8 
;? (alx) /\ (xly) /\ (Ylb) - C8 ;? Ixl/\ (xly) /\ Iyl + 08,c(1). 
Since (xIY) ~ Ixl/\ IYI, this implies Ixl/\ (alb) /\ IYI ;? (xIY) + 08,c(1). 
On the other hand, 
(xIY) ;? (xla) /\ (aIY) - C8 
;? (xla) /\ (alb) /\ (bIY) - C8 ;? Ixl/\ (alb) /\ lyl + 08,c(1) . 
The combination of these two inequalities is 
(xIY) = Ixl/\ (alb) /\ IYI + 08,c(1). 
The lemma follows, because Ix - yl = Ixl + lyl - 2(xIY)· D 
A roughly geodesic ray '"'( : [0,(0) -----+ X in a Gromov hyperbolic space 
converges at infinity, in the following sense. For each sequence {td -----+ 00, 
the sequence {'"'(( ti n converges at infinity, and the equivalence class of this 
sequence does not depend on the choice of {ti}' The equivalence class of 
{'"'((tin is called the endpoint of '"'( on ax, or the limit of '"'(. We will denote 
it by limt->oo '"'(( t) or simply by lim '"'(. The endpoints of a rough geodesic 
'"'( : IR -----+ X are defined similarly. 
Suppose '"'(1 and '"'(2 are two roughly geodesic rays in a Gromov hyperbolic 
space X with initial point 0 and endpoints a and b, respectively. Suppose 
ai-b. We can apply Lemma 5.1 for points x = '"'(l(t) and Y = '"'(2(t), t ;? O. 
In this situation the lemma says that the roughly geodesic rays run close 
to each other as long as 0 ~ t ~ (alb), but they start to spread at t = (alb). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic, k-almost geodesic metric 
space. Then there exists a constant k' = k' (6, k) with the following prop-
erties: 
(1) For all points x, Y E X, there exists a k'-roughly geodesic segment 
'"'( : [a, b] -----+ X with '"'((a) = x and '"'((b) = y. 
(2) For all points x E X, Y E ax, there exists a k'-roughly geodesic ray 
'"'( : [0,(0) -----+ X with '"'((0) = x and limt->oo '"'((t) = y. 
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(3) For all points x, y E ax, x -=I y, there exists a k' -rough geodesic 
, : IR -----+ X with limt---7-oo ,(t) = x and limt---7oo ,(t) = y. 
Proof All three statements have similar proofs, so we prove only (2). For 
each t ): 0, let Zt E X be some point satisfying (yIZt) ): t and let Yt E X 
satisfy IYtl ~ t + k and IZt - Ytl ~ IZtl - t + k. Similarly, let Xt E X satisfy 
IXtl ~ t + k and Ix - Xtl ~ Ixl - t + k. Let a := (xly), b := lxi, and set 
,(8) := Xb-s for 8 E [0, b - a] and ,(8) := Y2a-b+s for 8 > b - a. It is left 
to the reader to verify that, satisfies the requirements. D 
It follows from the definitions that each roughly geodesic metric space is 
also an almost geodesic metric space. Part (1) of the previous proposition 
implies the converse of this statement for Gromov hyperbolic spaces. 
REMARK 5.3. The reader may wonder why we introduced the concepts 
of almost geodesic spaces, roughly geodesic rays, etc. It seems that less 
baggage of terminology would be needed if we had restricted ourselves to 
geodesic metric spaces. Even without being able to prove statements in the 
utmost generality, the essential features and ideas of the theory might be 
preserved. 
Parts (2) and (3) of Proposition 5.2 can serve as a justification for intro-
ducing the concepts of roughly geodesic rays and rough geodesics. When we 
assume that X is geodesic, then the existence of geodesic rays and geodesics 
in parts (2) and (3) will not be true in general, unless we make additional 
assumptions, for example, that X is proper (closed balls are compact). In 
addition to that, the concepts of almost and roughly geodesic spaces, and 
the corresponding notions of roughly geodesic segments, etc., are better 
adapted to the philosophy of Gromov hyperbolic spaces: Bounded distor-
tions do not matter, since they do not affect the structure of the space on 
large scales. While the property of being a geodesic metric space is very 
sensitive to these distortions, the property of being almost and roughly 
geodesic is more robust, and preserved under rough isometries, for exam-
ple. 
In spite of this, sometimes it does make sense to restrict oneself to 
geodesic metric spaces. A handy tool for generalizing results about Gromov 
hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces to the general case is Theorem 4.1. For 
example, geodesic stability generalizes in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic metric space, and ,1,,2 be 
(..\, k)-roughly quasi-isometric paths in X with the same endpoints. Then 
dHaus (/1, ,2) = 08,A,k (1). 
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Proof Embed X in a 8-hyperbolic geodesic metric space Y. If x and yare 
the common endpoints of "(1, "(2, and [x, y] is any geodesic segment in Y 
joining x and y, then the geodesic stability of Y implies dHaus("(l, [x, y]) = 
08,,\,k(1) and d Haus ("(2, [x, y]) = 08,,\,k(1). The claim follows from the tri-
angle inequality. D 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose X and Yare 8-hyperbolic k-almost geodesic 
metric spaces, and j : X ----t Y is a (A, c)-rough quasi-isometry of X into Y. 
Then for all x, y, z, w EX 
(1) A-1(XJy)w - C ~ (x'Jy')w1 ~ A(XJy)w + C, 
(2) and if (xJz)w - (xJy)w ~ 0, then 
A-1 ((XJz)w-(xJy)w) - C ~ (x'Jz')w l - (x'Jy')w l ~ A((XJZ)w - (xJy)w) + C. 
Here, image points under j are indicated by a prime, and C = C(8, k, A, c). 
Statement (1) will be used to define the map aj : ax ----t ay for a rough 
quasi-isometry j : X ----t Y (cf. Prop. 6.3). From Corollary 6.4, which is a 
generalization of (2), it will follow that aj is a power quasi symmetry (cf. 
Thm.6.5). 
Note that if (xJz)w - (xJy)w ~ 0 in (2), we get a similar inequality with 
the roles of A and A-I reversed. To see this exchange y and z. This shows 
that (2) holds under the slightly weaker assumption (xJz)w-(xJy)w ~ -C8. 
We will need this improved version of (2) in the proof of Corollary 6.4. 
Proof The statement is essentially Prop. 15 on pp. 89-90 in [GH]. We will 
only outline the main idea of the proof. In order to prove (2) (( 1) is just a 
special case putting y = w) we note that the expression (xJz)w - (xJy)w is 
roughly the distance between the rough center of the triangle [x, z, w] and 
the rough center of the triangle [x, y, w]. From Proposition 5.4 it follows 
that the image of the rough center of [x, z, w] is within bounded distance to 
the rough center of [x', z', w'], and similarly for [x, y, w]. The proposition 
follows. D 
A metric space X is called k-visual with respect to 0 E X, if each point 
in X lies on a k-roughly geodesic ray emanating from o. We call X k-visual, 
if it is k-visual with respect to some point 0 EX. 
It is easy to see that if there exists a point 0 E X such that the union 
of the k1-roughly geodesic rays from a is k2-cobounded, then X is k-visual 
with k = k(k1' k2)' The following proposition gives an improved version of 
this statement for Gromov hyperbolic spaces. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let X be a 8-hyperbolic metric space with basepoint o. 
Suppose that the union of all (A, c)-roughly quasi-isometric rays emanating 
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from 0 is d-cobounded in X. Then X is k-visual with respect to 0 and 
k-roughly geodesic, where k = k(8, A, c, d). 
The proposition implies in particular that every visual Gromov hyper-
bolic space is roughly geodesic. 
Proof Since the proof only employs standard techniques, we will only 
outline the main ideas and leave the details to the reader. 
It is not hard to show that if '"'I : [0,(0) ---+ X is a (A, c)-rough quasi-
isometry into some 8-hyperbolic space, then there exists a map s : [0,(0) ---+ 
[0,(0) with s(o) = ° such that '"'I' = '"'lOS is a C(8,A,c)-rough isometry into 
X and dHaus ('"'!, '"'I') = 08,A,c(1). In other words, a roughly quasi-isometric 
ray admits a "rough reparameterization" to a roughly geodesic ray. 
From this statement it follows that under the assumptions of the propo-
sition the union of all k-roughly geodesic rays emanating from 0 is all of X 
for appropriate k = k( 8, A, c, d). 
In order to show the second statement let x, y E X be arbitrary. By 
the first part of the proof, there exist C (8, A, c, d)-roughly geodesic rays 
'"'11,'"'12 emanating from 0 such that x E '"'11 and y E '"'12. Now a C(8, A, c, d)-
roughly geodesic segment joining x and y can be found by glueing together 
appropriate pieces of '"'11 and '"'12. D 
6 The Boundary Functor a 
The relation of a Gromov hyperbolic space to its (Gromov) boundary ax 
has been extensively studied (the definitions are given below). Suppose 
that f : X ---+ Y is rough quasi-isometry of Gromov hyperbolic geodesic 
spaces. It is well known that there is an induced map of : ax ---+ ay, and 
a f is Holder and quasiconformal. Indeed of satisfies a stronger condition, 
namely, it is a power quasisymmetry. This observation is used to show 
that under certain mild conditions X is determined by the quasisymmetry 
class of ax up to rough quasi-isometries. F. Paulin [P] obtained a different 
characterization of X from ax, but it seems that for his characterization 
one must assume that there is a group acting co-compactly on X. 
The next goal is to identify the precise relevant structure on ax that is 
induced by the metric on X. The correct structure would depend on how 
seriously the metric on X is taken. More precisely, if you are interested 
only in properties of X that are invariant under rough quasi-isometries, the 
corresponding structure on ax would be coarser than if you were interested 
in X up to rough isometries. 
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DEFINITION. Let X and Y be two metric spaces, f : X ---+ Y be a bijection 
and a > 0, A ?:: 1. 
(1) The map f is an (a, A)-snowflake map if for all x, y E X 
A-llx - yla :::; If(x) - f(y)1 :::; Alx _ yla. 
(2) The map f is an (a, A)-quasisymmetry iffor all distinct points x, y, zEX 
If(x) - f(z)1 (Ix - zl) 
If(x) - f(y)1 :::; 7]a,A Ix - yl . 
Here 
{ Atl/a for ° < t < 1 , 7]a,A(t) = Ata for 1:::; t. 
It seems that the class of maps in (1) has not been given a name in 
the literature. We call them snowflake maps, because these maps behave 
similar as the map giving the parameterization of the well-known von Koch 
snowflake curve. 
In contrast to this, quasisymmetries have appeared in the literature 
before (cf. [Tu VI], [V]). Our usage of this term slightly differs from the 
common one. In general, a map is called a quasi symmetry if the above 
condition holds for some increasing homeomorphism 7] : (0, (0) ---+ (0, (0). 
So our notion of quasisymmetry is stronger. To emphasize this distinction 
we call a map a power quasisymmetry, if it is an (a, A)-quasisymmetries 
for some a > ° and A ?:: 1. For some spaces, e.g., connected spaces, 
quasi symmetries are always power quasisymmetries (cf. [TuVl, Cor. 3.12]). 
Every snowflake map is a power quasisymmetry. It is straightforward 
to check that inverse maps and compositions of snowflake maps are again 
snowflake maps. The same statement is true for power quasisymmetries. 
In fact, the inverse of an (a, A)-quasisymmetry is an (a, C(A, a))-quasisym-
metry. Quasisymmetries are homeomorphisms. 
Two metrics dl and d2 on a space X are called bilipschitz equivalent, 
snowflake equivalent or quasisymmetricaUy equivalent if the identity map 
idx : (X, dI) ---+ (X, d2 ) is bilipschitz, a snowflake map or a quasisymmetry, 
respectively. This defines equivalence relations for the metrics on a space X. 
Following is the standard construction of the metrics on ax, where X 
is a Gromov hyperbolic space. If x, y E ax, W EX, E > 0, let 
dax,w,Jx, y) = dw"(x, y) = inf { t, e-,(x,-,Ix;)w } , (6.1) 
where the infimum extends over all finite sequences x = XO, Xl, X2, ... ,Xn = 
y in ax. Here the convention e-oo = ° is understood. 
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LEMMA 6.1. There is some constant EO > 0 with the following property. 
If X is 8-hyperbolic and E8 ~ EO, then 
l e- E(xly)w ~ d (x y) ~ e-E(xly)w W E ax 2 " W,E ,,, ,v x, Y . 
For the proof, see, for example, [GH, Ch.7]. 
This lemma leads to the following definitions. 
(6.2) 
DEFINITIONS. The canonical gauge Q(X) on ax is the set of all metrics 
of the form d = dW,E. We say that (El, dd is B-equivalent to (E2' d2 ) if there 
is a constant c > 0 such that 
c-1dEl ~ dE2 ~ C dEl 2" 1" 2· 
A B-structure on Z is an equivalence class of this equivalence relation. 
The lemma tells us that (E, dW,E) and (E', dW' ,E/) are B-equivalent when 
w, w' E X and E, E' > 0 satisfy E8 ~ EO and E'8 ~ EO. Therefore, when X is 
Gromov hyperbolic, there is an associated B-structure on ax. It is called 
the canonical B-structure on ax. 
Mostly, it is convenient to work with a fixed metric in the canonical 
gauge and to suppress the ambiguity in choosing this metric. We often 
abbreviate such a metric by d8X. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The boundary ax of any Gromov hyperbolic space X 
is bounded and complete. 
Note that boundedness and completeness are properties that do not 
depend on the particular choice of the metric d8X in Q(X). There are 
situations where ax is not compact. For example, when X is infinite 
dimensional hyperbolic space, ax is homeomorphic to the unit sphere in 
Hilbert space. 
Proof. The boundedness of ax follows from the fact that the Gromov 
product is nonnegative. 
Fix a basepoint a E X. Let {Yi} c ax be a d8X-Cauchy sequence for 
some metric in the canonical gauge. Then limi,j---+oo(YiIYj) = 00. There 
exists a sequence {xd C X with limi---+oo(XiIYi) = 00. Then {Xi} converges 
at infinity. If Y E ax is the equivalence class of {xd, then limi--->oo Yi = y. D 
We will now discuss the functorial properties of X f---+ ax. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose X, Y, Z are Gromov hyperbolic almost geo-
desic metric spaces, and! : X ---+ Y, 9 : Y ---+ Z are roughly quasi-isometric 
embed dings. 
(1) If {Xi} c X converges at infinity, then {!(Xi)} c Y converges at 
infinity. If {Xi} and {yd are equivalent sequences in X converging at 
infinity, then {!(Xi)} and {!(Yi)} are also equivalent. 
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(2) If a E ax and {Xi} E a, let bE ay be the equivalence class of {1(Xi)} 
and define al(a) = b. Then al : ax -----+ ay is well-defined. Moreover, 
a(g 0 f) = ag 0 aj. 
(3) If il, 12 : X -----+ Yare rough quasi-isometric embeddings and il ~ 12, 
then ail = ah. 
(4) The map al is injective. If the image of I is cobounded in Y, i.e., if 
I is a rough quasi-isometry, then a I is a bijection. 
Proof The statements in (1)-(3) immediately follow from the definitions 
and (1) of Proposition 5.5. For the first part of (4) note that if {xd and {yd 
are sequences in X converging at infinity such that {1(Xi)} and {1(Yi)} are 
equivalent, then limi-+oo(f(xi)II(Yi)) = 00. This implies limi-+oo(xiIYi) = 
00 by 5.5.(2). Thus {xd and {Yd are equivalent. 
If I is a rough quasi-isometry, then it has a rough inverse h : Y -----+ X 
which is a rough quasi-isometry. Since a(idx ) = idax, the statements (2), 
(3) and the relations hoi ~ idx , I 0 h ~ idy imply ah 0 a I = idax and 
a I 0 ah = iday. From this it follows that a I is bijective. D 
COROLLARY 6.4. The inequalities in Proposition 5.5 are also valid if 
X, y, Z E ax, if x', y', z' are the images of these points under ai, and if we 
assume in part (2) that x, y, z are distinct points. 
Proof This follows from the definition of ai, Proposition 5.5, and (3.4). 
Note that for the proof of the second part we need inequality 5.5.(2) under 
the slightly stronger assumption (xlz)w - (xIY)w ;:: -C8, x, y, z, W EX (cf. 
the remark following Prop. 5.5). D 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose X and Yare Gromov hyperbolic almost geodesic 
metric spaces, and let I : X -----+ Y be a map. 
(1) If I is a rough similarity, then al is a snowflake map. 
(2) If I is a rough quasi-isometry, then a I is a power quasisymmetry. 
Proof Let x' denote al(x) for x E ax. Note that al is bijective by 
Proposition 6.3 (4). 
The properties of a I in question do not depend on which metrics dax E 
Q(X) and day E Q(Y) in the canonical gauges on ax and ay we choose. 
We may assume that the image w' of the basepoint w of X is the basepoint 
in Y. Then there exists constant E, E' > a such that for all x, Y E ax 
dax(x, y) ~ e-E(xly) and day(x', y') ~ e-E'(x'ly') . (6.3) 
Here ~ means equality up to a multiplicative constant independent of x 
and y. 
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From this we see that statement (1) is equivalent to the existence of 
constants ..\ > ° and K ~ ° such that 
..\(xIY) - K ~ (x'ly') ~ ..\(xIY) + K (6.4) 
for all x, y E ax. If I is a rough similarity, an inequality like this holds 
for x, y E X (the prime indicating the image under I in this case). The 
definition of ai, and (3.4) imply that (6.4) also holds for x, y E ax. 
Statement (2) is a straightforward consequence of (6.3), 5.5.(2), and 
Corollary 6.4. D 
We can summarize Proposition 6.2, Proposition 6.3, and Theorem 6.5 
as follows. Let CI and C2 be categories, where the objects are Gromov 
hyperbolic almost geodesic metric spaces. The morphisms of CI are rough 
similarities, while the morphisms of C2 are rough quasi-isometries. Let 
VI and V 2 be categories, where the objects are bounded and complete B-
structures. The morphisms of VI are snowflake maps, and the morphisms 
of V 2 are power quasisymmetries. Then X I---t ax is a functor from Ci to 
Vi for i E {1,2}. Actually, as the results in section 7 will indicate, it is 
more appropriate to consider rough mapping classes of rough similarities 
and rough quasi-isometries as the morphisms of CI and C2, respectively. 
7 The Metric Space Con(Z) 
Given a bounded metric space (Z, d), we now construct a Gromov hyper-
bolic space Con(Z). The space Con(Z) has properties analogous to the 
hyperbolic convex hull of a set in the boundary of a real hyperbolic space. 
We refer to section 10 for some further discussion. Our construction is 
similar to one given by Gromov [Gr, 1.8.A.(b)] and to a construction of 
Trotsenko and Viiisiilii [TV]. 
Set 
Con(Z) = Z x (0, D(Z)] . 
Here and in the following we let D(Z) = diam(Z) if diam(Z) > 0, and 
D(Z) = 1 if diam(Z) = 0, i.e., if Z consists of a single point. It is convenient 
to include this trivial case in the definition, for otherwise we would have to 
exclude it explicitly in some of the following statements. 
Define p: Con(Z) x Con(Z) -+ [0, (0) by 
p( (z, h), (z', h')) = 2 log ( d(z, zj;; V h') (7.1) 
The motivation of the factor 2 comes from the fact that it corresponds 
to curvature -1 for real hyperbolic spaces. 
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LEMMA 7.1. P is a metric on Con( Z). 
Proof The triangle inequality, 
285 
p((z, h), (z", h")) ~ p((z, h), (z', h')) + p((z', h'), (z", h")) , (7.2) 
reduces to 
d(z, z") + h V h" ~ d(z, z') + h V h' . d(z', z") + h' V h" 
Jhh" "" Jhh' Jh'h'" 
which is equivalent to 
h' (d(z, z") + h V h") ~ (d(z, z') + h V h')( d(z', z") + h' V h"). (7.3) 
Since d(z, z") ~ d(z, z') +d(z', z"), inequality (7.3) holds, which verifies the 
triangle inequality. The other properties of a metric are immediate. D 
Henceforth, Con( Z) will always be equipped with this metric p. We will 
use the same letter p for metrics on different spaces Con(Z). 
Theorem 7.2. There are constants 8 ;? 0, k ;? 0 with the following 
property. If (Z, d) is a bounded metric space, then Con( Z) is 8-hyperbolic, 
k-visual, and k-roughly geodesic. 
Proof First we prove the Gromov hyperbolicity of Con(Z). 
Suppose we are given numbers rij ;? 0 such that rij = rji and rij ~ 
rik + rkj for i, j, k E {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then r12r34 ~ 4( (r13r24) V (r14r23)). To see 
this, we may assume that r13 is the smallest of the quantities rij appearing 
on the right hand side of this inequality. Then r12 ~ r13 + r32 ~ 2r23 and 
r34 ~ r3l + r14 ~ 2r14. The inequality follows. 
Now let Xi = (Zi' hi), i E {1, 2, 3, 4}, be four arbitrary points in Con(Z). 
Set dij = d( Zi, Zj) and rij = dij + hi V hj . The numbers rij satisfy the above 
requirements. Hence 
(dl ,2 + hI V h2)(d3,4 + h3 V h4) 
~ 4((dl ,3 + hI V h3)(d2,4 + h2 V h4)) V ((dl ,4 + hI V h4)(d2,3 + h2 V h3)). 
This translates to 
p(Xl' X2) + p(X3, X4) ~ (p(Xl' X3) + p(X2' X4)) V (p(Xl' X4) + p(X2' X3)) + C , 
which shows that Con(Z) is C-hyperbolic (cf. (3.3)). 
Choose a point Zo E Z, and let 0 = (zo, D(Z)) E Con(Z). If p = 
(z, h) E Con(Z) is an arbitrary point, a C-roughly geodesic ray emanating 
from 0 and passing through p can be obtained from an appropriate para-
meterization of the set {o}U{z} x (O,D(Z)]. More precisely, define the ray 
, : [0,(0) --t Con(Z) by ,(0) = 0 and ,(t) = (z, D(Z)e-t ) for t > o. It is 
easy to check that , has the required properties. 
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Finally, Con(Z) is C-roughly geodesic as follows from Proposition 5.6 
and the first two parts of the proof. D 
We want to show that the assignment Z f---+ Con(Z) is a functor of 
appropriately defined categories. The basic problem is to define an induced 
map i: Con(X) --+ Con(Y) for a map f : X --+ Y, X f---+ x'. This is possible 
if f is a power quasisymmetry. As we mentioned in the introduction, the 
idea is similar to the fuzzy extension of a quasiconformal map on JRn to 
upper half-space in JRn+1 by Tukia and ViiisiWi [Tu V2]. One would like to 
define i(x, h) ~ (x', lx' - y'I), where y is a point in X with h = Ix - YI. 
The fact that f may not be well-defined is not serious problem. For if z is 
any other point with h = Ix - zl, then lx' - y'l and lx' - z'l are comparable 
if f is a power quasisymmetry. In this case, the p-distance of (x', lx' - y'l) 
and (x', lx' - z'l) in Con(Y) is bounded by a constant only depending on 
the parameters of f. So f is "roughly" well-defined. 
More serious is the problem that there might exist no y with h = Ix-yl, 
or even worse, no y such that Ix-yl is comparable to h. In this case, one has 
to "interpolate" between those heights h which are attained as distances of 
points. 
~ 
The following lemma gives the basic step in the construction of f. For 
z E Z, we denote by Rz the ray in Con(Z) that ends at z E Z: Rz = 
{z} x (O,D(Z)] c Con(Z). The maps fx of the lemma will be used in the 
definition of 1, and will be the restrictions of i to the rays Rx (cf. the 
definition following Lemma 7.3). 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose that f : X --+ Y, X f---+ x' = f(x), is an (a, c)-
quasisymmetry of bounded metric spaces X, Y. For all x E X we can 
define a map fx : Rx --+ R x' with the following properties: 
(1) There exist A = A(a, c) ~ 1, k = k(a, c) ~ ° such that all maps fx, 
x E X, are (A, k)-rough quasi-isometries. 
(2) If x, y E X, x -::J y, h = Ix - yl, and fx(x, h) = (x', h'), then 
C(a, c)-llx' - Y'l ~ h' ~ lx' - y'IC(a, c). 
(3) Let x E X, tl, t2 E (0, D(X)], fx(x, tl) = (x', ti), fx(x, t2) = (x', t~). 
Then 
tl ~ t2 =? ti ~ t~ , 
i.e., fx is non-decreasing on Rx· 
(4) For all x, y E X, x -::J y, and h E [Ix - yl, D(X)] 
p(Jx(x, h), fy(y, h)) = Oa,c(1) . 
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(5) If Z is a metric space with Enite diameter and 9 : Y ---+ Z is a ((3, c')-
quasisymmetry, then for all x E X and p E Rx 
p((g 0 J)x(p),gx,(fx(p))) = Oa,/3,e,c'(l). 
In particular, (g 0 J)x ~ gf(x) 0 Ix. 
(6) If I is a bilipschitz or snowflake map, then the maps Ix, x E X, can 
be deEned such that they are rough isometries or rough similarities 
with the same parameters, respectively. The parameters only depend 
on the parameters of I. These maps satisfy statements similar to 
(2)-(5) (cf. proof). 
Proof We may assume diam(X) > 0. For x E X let Sx c N be the set 
of all lEN for which the annulus Ax(x, l) = {z EX: 2- l - 1 diam(X) < 
Iz - xl ::;; 2- l diam(X)} is nonempty. The set Sx can be regarded as the 
"scale spectrum" of X at x. Note that m = min Sx E {O, l}. Similarly, let 
Sx' be the scale spectrum of Y at the point x'. 
We define a map ¢x : Sx ---+ Sx' by 
¢x(l) = sup {l' I :3yEX : 2- l - 1 diam(X) < Iy-xl , y' EAy(x', l')}, VlESx ' 
Obviously, ¢x is non-decreasing on Sx' If l E Sx there exists a point y E 
Ax(x, l). If we take any such point y, then for a unique l' E Sx' we have 
y' E Ay(x', l'). From the fact that I is an (a, c)-quasisymmetry it follows 
that Ii' - ¢x(l)1 = Oa,e(l). 
For h, l2 E Sx choose points Y1 E Ax(x, h), and Y2 E Ax(x, l2)' Since 
I is an (a, c)-quasisymmetry, 
C(a c)-In (2h -l2)-1 ~ Iyi - x'i ~ C(a c)n (2l2-h) (7.4) 
",a,e "" I' 'I "" ",a,e . Y2 -x 
This and the remark following the definition of ¢x show 
A-11l2 - hl- C(a, c) ::;; l¢x(l2) - ¢x(h)1 ::;; AIl2 - hi + C(a,c) , (7.5) 
where A = A(a) ~ 1. 
The set ¢x(Sx) is C(a, c)-cobounded in Sx" For if l' E Sx' is arbitrary, 
then, since I is bijective, there exists a point y E X, y -=I=- x, such that 
y' E Ay(x', l'). For some l E Sx we have y E Ax(x, l). By the above 
remark I¢x(l) - l'l = Oa,e(1). 
Since {O, l} n Sx' -=I=- ° and ¢x is non-decreasing, this coboundedness 
implies 
¢x(m) ::;; C(a, c). (7.6) 
We now extend the map ¢x : Sx ---+ Sx' to a map ¢x : [0, 00) ---+ [0,00). 
We use the same notation for the new and the old map. The extension is 
essentially obtained by linear interpolation. 
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More precisely, let M = sup Sx E N U {oo}. Define ¢x (t) = ¢x (m) for 
t E [0, m). If t E (m, M)\Sx, there a smallest interval (h, h) with endpoints 
h, l2 E Sx containing t. Then t = fJh + (1 - fJ)l2 for a unique fJ E (0,1). 
Define ¢x(t) = fJ¢x(h) + (1 - fJ)¢x(l2). Finally, if M < 00 and t > M put 
¢x(t) = ¢x(M) + (t - M). 
Obviously, ¢x is continuous and non-decreasing. Furthermore, 
limt-+oo ¢x(t) = 00. This follows from the definition of ¢x if M < 00 and 
from (7.5) if M = 00. Now (7.6) shows that ¢x([O, (0)) is C(a, c)-cobounded 
in [0,(0). 
Since ¢x : Sx ---+ Sx' is non-decreasing and satisfies (7.5), it follows that 
¢x : [0,(0) ---+ [0,(0) satisfies (7.5) for all h,h E [0,(0). This statement 
is straightforward to prove. We leave the details to the reader. (Note 
that (7.5) is true, when h, l2 are in some minimal non-degenerate interval 
with endpoints in Sx U {a, oo}. Introducing appropriately chosen points in 
Sx n [h, h], the general case of (7.5) can be reduced to this special case.) 
These considerations show that ¢x : [0, (0) ---+ [0, (0) is a non-decreasing 
rough quasi-isometry with parameters only depending on a and c. 
Now let D = diam(X), D' = diam(Y), and define for (x, h) E Con(X) 
Ix(x, h) = (x', D'2-¢x(IOg2(D/h))) . (7.7) 
The statements about the maps Ix follow directly from the properties of 
the maps ¢x. This is clear for (1) and (3). For (2) note that ¢x(log2(D/lx-
yl)) = log2(D' Ilx' -y'l) +Oa,c(1) for x, y E X, x =I- y. Statement (4) follows 
from (2) and (3). 
To prove (5), define 'ljJy : Sy ---+ Sg(y) , y E Y, and Ox : Sx ---+ Sg(f(x)) , 
x E X, in the same way for g and go I, respectively, as the maps ¢x, x E X, 
were defined for I. Let x EX. Making the parameters of the maps I and 
g larger if necessary, we may assume that both are power quasisymmetries 
with the same parameters, a and c, say. This implies that for t E Sx 
(7.8) 
To establish this equation for general t E [0, (0) assume t E (m, M) \Sx. 
The cases t E [0, m] or t E [M, (0) are easier and can be treated in a similar 
way as below. 
Let (h, l2) be the smallest interval with endpoints in Sx containing x and 
write t = fJh + (1- fJ)l2 with fJ E (0,1). Then ¢x(t) = fJli + (1- fJ)l~, where 
li = ¢x(h) and l~ = ¢x(h). In particular, ¢x(t) E [minSx', sup Sx']' and so 
there exists some minimal interval [{1, {2] with endpoints in Sx' containing 
¢x(t). The interval [{1,[2] is degenerate if ¢x(t) E Sx'. 
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Since ¢x is non-decreasing and ¢(Sx) is C(a, c)-cobounded in Sx" we 
have II = l~ + Oa,c(l) and I2 = l~ + Oa,c(l). From the definition of Ox and 
¢x, equation (7.8) for t E Sx, and the fact that 'l/Jx is a rough quasi-isometry 
with parameters only depending on a and c, we obtain 
Ox(t) = f-t'l/Jx,(lD + (1 - f-t)'l/Jx,(l~) + Oa,c(1) 
= f-t'l/Jx,(ll) + (1 - f-t)'l/Jx,(12) + Oa,c(l) 
= 'l/Jx'(¢x(t)) + Oa,c(l). 
This shows that (7.8) holds for all t E [0,(0). The maps (g 0 J)x, x E X, 
and gy, y E Y, are defined similarly as in (7.7) using the maps Ox and'l/Jy, 
respectively. Statement (5) then follows from (7.8). 
To see that (6) is true, define Ix(x,h) = (x', (D'jD)h) for (x,h) E 
Con(X) if I is a bilipschitz map. Statements (1)-(5) are immediate in this 
case with all constants only depending on the bilipschitz constant of I (and 
the bilipschitz constant of 9 in (5)). 
Suppose that I is an (a, c)-snowflake map. If S(X) := UXEX Sx is an 
infinite set, then a is uniquely determined. In this case let aU) = a. If 
S(X) is a finite set, let aU) = l. 
Note that the property of a space X that S (X) is finite or infinite 
is invariant under snowflake maps. This implies that if 9 : Y ---+ Z is a 
snowflake map, then a(g 0 I) = a(g)aU). 
The set S(X) is finite, if and only if d(X) := infx,YEx,xyfy Ix - yl > O. 
In this case, I is a A-bilipschitz map with A = A(a, c, diam(X), d(X)). 
Now define Ix(x,h) = (x',D'(hjD)a(f)). 
The stated properties of the maps Ix are immediate to check. The 
constants in (1), (2), (4) will only depend on a and c. If S (X) is finite, 
the constant in (2) will also depend on d(X) and diam(X). The snowflake 
version of statement (5) is true with constant O. D 
If X and Yare bounded metric spaces, and I : X ---+ Y is a power 
quasisymmetry (which includes snowflake or bilipschitz maps), we define a 
map 1: Con(X) ---+ Con(Y) by 
l(x, h) = Ix(x, h) , \i(x, h) E Con(X) . 
Here Ix, x E X, are the maps defined in the last lemma. 
Theorem 7.4. Suppose that I : X ---+ Y is a power quasisymmetry 
of bounded metric spaces X, Y. Then 1 : Con(X) ---+ Con(Yl is a rough 
quasi-isometry. If I is a snowflake or bilipschitz map, then I is a rough 
similarity or a rough isometry, respectively. 
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If Z is a bounded metric space, and 9 : Y ---+ Z is a map of tbe same 
type as I, i.e., a power quasisymmetry, a snowflake map, or a bilipscbitz 
-- ~ 
map, tben 9 0 I ~ go I· 
Proof Assume I: X ---+ Y, X t---+ x' = I(x) is an (a, c)-quasisymmetry. 
We have f(Con(X)) = UXEX Ix(Rx), and UXEX Rx' = Con(Y). Since 
Ix(Rx) is C(a, c)-cobounded in Rx' for all x E X by Lemma 7.3.(1), the 
set f(Con(X)) is C(a, c)-cobounded in Con(Y). 
To show that f : Con(X) ---+ Coney) is a rough quasi-isometry, we 
have to establish inequality (2.1) for I. For two arbitrary points ql = 
(Xl, hI), q2 = (X2' h2) E Con (X) we express the distance of ql and q2 and 
the distance of their image points q~ = (x~, h~) and q~ = (x~, h~) under f 
by distances only involving pairs of points lying on the same ray R z . Then 
(2.1) will follow from the definition of f and the fact that the maps lx, 
x E X, are rough quasi-isometries with the same parameters. 
To that purpose define h = IXI -x21 V hI V h2, PI = (Xl, h), P2 = (X2' h), 
p~ = f(pI) = (x~, h'), p~ = f(P2) = (x~, h'). The definition of p shows 
p(ql' q2) = p(ql,Pl) + p(p2' q2) + 0(1) . (7.9) 
If h = IXI - x21, then from Lemma 7.3.(2) and (3) it follows that 
C(a, c)-llx~ - x~1 ~ h', h' ~ C(a, c)lx~ - x~l, and h~ V h~ ~ h', h'. 
This implies 
p(q~, q~) = p(q~,pD + p(p~, q~) + Oa,c(1). (7.10) 
If h =I- IXI -x21, i.e., if h = hI V h2, we may without loss of generality assume 
that h = hI. Then q~ = pi and Lemma 7.3.(4) shows that p(pi,p~) = 
Oa,c(1). Thus, (7.10) also holds in this case. 
Consequently, Lemma 7.3.(1) now gives 
p(q~, q~) = p(q~,p~) + p(p~, q~) + Oa,c(l) 
~ C(a, c) (p(ql,Pl) + P(P2' q2)) + Oa,c(1) 
= C(a, C)P(ql' q2) + Oa,c(1). 
An inequality in .the opposite direction can be obtained in the same way. 
This shows that I is a rough quasi-isometry. 
If I is a snowflake or a bilipschitz map, the same argument based on 
(7.9), (7.10) and Lemma 7.3.(6) shows that f is a rough similarity or 
a rough isometry, respectively. Finally, the last statement follows from 
Lemma 7.3.(5). D 
Again we may summarize the results of this section in the language 
of categories. Let Cl , C2 , C3 be categories, where the objects are bounded 
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metric spaces, and the morphisms are power quasisymmetries, snowflake 
maps, and bilipschitz maps, respectively. 
Let V 1 , V 2 , V3 be categories, where the objects are visual Gromov hy-
perbolic spaces, and the morphisms are rough mapping classes of rough 
quasi-isometries, rough similarities, and rough isometries, respectively. Then 
Z 1-----+ Con(Z) is a functor from Ci to Vi for i E {l, 2, 3}. 
In particular, we get the following correspondence for the types of maps 
power quasisymmetry rough quasi-isometry, 
snowflake map rough similarity, 
bilipschitz map rough isometry. 
Note that the first two correspondences (going from right to left) are exactly 
what we found in the last section for the functor X 1-----+ ax. 
8 The Relation of ax and Con(Z) 
In this section we will investigate the relation of the functors X 1-----+ ax and 
Z 1-----+ Con(Z). We content ourselves with proving two statements about the 
objects of the categories involved. Similar questions can also be studied for 
the morphisms. 
Theorem 8.1. Suppose (Z, d) is a complete bounded metric space, and 
let X = Con( Z). Then the spaces ax and Z can be identified as sets, and 
dis biJipschitz to a metric in Q(X), the canonical gauge on ax. 
Proof. Take as the basepoint a E X some point of the form (zo, D), where 
D = D(Z). Let x = (z, h), x' = (z', h') EX. Then 
(xix') = 10 (d(Zo, Z)+D) + 10 (d(Zo, Z')+D) -10 (d(Z, z')+h V h') 
g ..)Dh g ..)Dh' g ..)hh' 
= -log (d(z, z') + h V h') + OD(1). 
From this follows that a sequence {(Zi' hi)} in Con(Z) converges at infinity 
if and only if {zd is a Cauchy sequence in Z and limi--+oo hi = O. Since Z is 
complete, {Zi} has a limit y in Z. It is immediate to check that if a sequence 
{(z~, h~)} is equivalent to {(Zi' hi)}, then limi--+oo Zi = limi--+oo z~ = y. So by 
assigning y to the equivalence class of {(Zi' hi)} we get a well-defined map 
from ax to Z. It is straightforward to verify that this map is bijective. 
Thus, ax and Z can be identified as sets. 
Moreover, from the above expression and (3.4) we conclude 
(zlz') = -log(d(z, z')) + OD(l), \;/z, z' E ax = Z. 
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This shows that d is bilipschitz to a metric in the canonical gauge on ax. D 
Theorem 8.2. Suppose X is a visual Gromov byperbolic metric space. 
Tben X and Con( aX) are rougbly similar. 
The proof will actually show more. If d is a metric in the canonical 
gauge on ax for which there exists a point W E X, and a constant a ~ 1 
such that 
a-Ie-(zlz')w ~ d(z z') ~ ae-(zlz')w , E ax 
-...;:: ,-...;:: ,z,z , 
then X and Con( (aX, d)) are roughly isometric. 
Proof Assume X is 8-hyperbolic and k-visual with respect to 0 E X. If we 
take different metrics d l , d2 in the canonical gauge on ax, then the spaces 
(aX, d l ) and (aX, d2 ) are snowflake equivalent. Theorem 7.4 implies that 
the spaces Con((aX, d l )) and Con((aX, d2 )) are roughly similar. Therefore, 
the assertion does not depend on which metric in the canonical gauge on 
ax we choose. Fix such a metric d on ax. Then we may assume that 
a-I exp ( - E(zlz')) :s:; d(z, z') :s:; a exp ( - E(zlz')), \:jz, z' E ax. (8.1) 
Making k larger if necessary, by Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 5.2.(2) for 
each z E az we can choose a k-roughly geodesic ray '"Yz : [0,00) ---+ X with 
'"Y( 0) = 0 and lim '"Yz = z. 
Let D = D((aX, d)). For (z, h) E Con(aX) , we define f(z, h) = 
'"Yz(cIlog(D/h)). We show that f : Con(aX) ---+ X is a rough similar-
ity. 
First, note that the image of f is cobounded in X. For each x E X 
lies on some k-roughly geodesic ray emanating from o. If z = lim '"Y, then 
from Lemma 5.1 it follows that b(t) - '"YAt) I = 08,k(1) for t ~ o. So x has 
distance at most 08,k(1) to '"Yz which is contained in the image of f. 
Let (z, h) and (z', h') be two arbitrary points in Con(aX). Observe that 
(zlf(z, h)) = cIlog(D/h) + 08,k(1), and (z'lf(z', h')) = cIlog(D/h') + 
08,k(1). Therefore, from Lemma 5.1 we get 
Elf(z, h) - f(z', h')1 
= 10g(D /h)+ 10g(D /h')-2( E(zlz') 1\ 10g(D /h) 1\ 10g(D /h') )+08,k,E(1) 
= -log h -log h' + 2( - E(zlz') V log h V log h') + 08,k,E,D(1) 
( e-E(zlz') V h V h') 
= 2 log v'hJ1! +08kED(1). hh' , , , 
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Now apply (8.1) and the inequalities (u + v)/2 ~ u V v ~ u + v to obtain 
I ( ) ( ") I (d(Z, z') + h V h') ( ) E f z, h - f Z ,h = 2 log v'hh! + 08,k,E,D,a 1 
= p((z, h), (z', h')) + 08,k,E,D,a(1). (8.2) 
Since the image of f is cobounded in X, it follows from (8.2) that f is a 
rough quasi-similarity. Note that if E = 1, then f is a rough isometry. D 
The last two statements may be summarized as follows. If Z is a com-
plete bounded metric space, then 
Z sf a(Con Z), 
where sf means snowflake equivalence of the spaces. Note that for a space 
to be snowflake equivalent to the boundary of a Gromov hyperbolic space 
it is necessary that the space is complete and bounded by Proposition 6.2. 
On the other hand, if X is a visual Gromov hyperbolic space, then 
X rv Con(aX) , 
where rv means rough similarity of the spaces. It is not hard to see that 
the property of being visual and Gromov hyperbolicity are preserved under 
rough similarities. So the assumptions on X are necessary by Theorem 7.2. 
These two statements show that in some sense X f---+ ax and Z f---+ 
Con(Z) are inverse to each other. 
9 Growth and Assouad Dimension 
In this section we prove Theorem 9.2 which will be used in sections 10 
and 1l. 
DEFINITION (cf. [AJ). Let X be a metric space. For a,{3 > 0, let 8(a,{3) 
be the maximal cardinality of a set V C X such that a ~ Ix - yl ~ (3 for 
all x, y E V, x =I y. Define t to be the infimum of all numbers s ~ 0 such 
that for some constant K ~ 0 the inequality 
8(a, (3) ~ K({3/a)S 
holds for all 0 < a ~ {3. (It is understood that t = 00, if no such sexists.) 
Then dimA(X) = t is the Assouad dimension of X. 
See [L] for a further discussion of the Assouad dimension. We will need 
the following theorem (cf. [AJ). 
Theorem 9.1 (Assouad's Theorem). Let (Z, d) be a metric space with 
finite Assouad dimension, and let p E (0,1). Then there is some integer n 
such that the metric space (Z, dP ) admits a biJipschitz embedding into ]Rn. 
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Here, dP is the metric dP(x, y) = d(x, y)P, x, Y E Z. 
A metric space X is called doubling, if for all r, R with R > r > 0 there 
exists N E N only depending on R/r such that every open ball of radius R 
in X can be covered by N open balls of radius r. It can be shown that a 
metric space has finite Assouad dimension if and only if it is doubling. 
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for a Gromov hyperbolic 
geodesic metric space X to have a boundary with finite Assouad dimension. 
To state the theorem we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A metric space X has bounded growth at some scale, if there 
are constants r, R with R > r > 0, and N E N such that every open ball of 
radius R in X can be covered by N open balls of radius r. 
Theorem 9.2. Let X be a Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric space 
with bounded growth at some scale. Then the Assouad dimension of ax 
is nnite. 
As we remarked above, the assertion is equivalent to ax being doubling. 
So a weak doubling condition on X implies that ax is doubling. Note that 
the properties of a metric space to have finite Assouad dimension and to 
be doubling are preserved by quasisymmetric maps. In particular, the 
statement about ax in the theorem is independent of which metric in the 
canonical gauge we choose. 
Examples for Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces having bounded 
growth at some scale are all complete simply-connected Riemannian n-
manifolds X with sectional curvature '" satisfying -b2 :::;; '" :::;; -a2 < o. 
In this case open balls of radius 1 in X are bilipschitzly equivalent to the 
unit ball in ]Rn with bilipschitz constant only depending on a and b. This 
statement follows from Topogonov's comparison theorem, and implies that 
X has bounded growth at some scale. In particular, complex hyperbolic 
spaces are Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces with bounded growth 
at some scale. 
Note that any bounded degree graph has bounded growth at some scale. 
Hence, every finitely generated hyperbolic group has bounded growth at 
some scale. 
The proof of 9.2 is similar to the proof of Proposition 11 from [GH, 
Ch.7]. 
Proof Assume X is 8-hyperbolic, and fix some metric dax = do,E in the 
canonical gauge on ax. Rescaling the metric on X by the factor E if 
necessary, we may assume E = 1. Then 
(zlz') = -log (dax(z, z')) + 08(1), 't/z, z' E ax. (9.1) 
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Denote by B(q, s) the open ball in X with center q E X and radius 
s > O. By assumption, there exist constants R > r > 0, N E N such 
that every open ball of radius R in X can be covered by N open balls 
of radius r. Suppose that B(p, 2R - r) is some ball of radius 2R - rand 
center p E X. Then B(p, R) can be covered by N open balls of radius r 
with centers PI, ... ,p N EX, say. Since X is a geodesic metric space, it 
follows that B(p, 2R - r) is covered by the balls B(Pl' R), ... , B(PN, R). 
Therefore, B(p, 2R - r) can be covered by N 2 open balls of radius r. By 
induction it follows that any open ball of radius mR - (m - l)r, mEN, 
can be covered by N m open balls of radius r. 
Given any Z E ax, for every t > 0 there is an x E X such that Ixi = t 
and (xlz) - t = 0 8(1). To verify this, take w E X with (wlz) ? t and let x 
be the point satisfying Ixl = t on the geodesic segment [0, w]. 
Fix some a, f3 with 0 < a ::::;; f3 ::::;; 1. Suppose Zl, Z2, ... ,Zn are points in 
ax such that 
(9.2) 
Then (9.1) implies 
- log f3 - C (8) ::::;; (Zi I Zj) ::::;; - log a + C (8) , i:lj. (9.3) 
Let Xl, ... ,Xn be points satisfying Ix j I = - log f3, I - log f3 - (x j I Zj ) I ::::;; 
C(8), and let Yl, ... ,Yn be points satisfying IYjl = -loga, I-Iogf3-
(YjIZj) I ::::;; C(8). Then it is easy to see from Lemma 5.1 and (9.3) that 
IXi - xjl = 08(1), 
IYi - Yjl = 2( -loga + 10g(3) + 08(1), (9.4) 
IXi - Yil = 10gf3 -loga + 08(1), 
for all i :I j. It follows that the open ball of radius 
R* = 10g(f3/a) + C(8) 
centered at Xl contains all the points Yi. 
Let m be the least integer such that m(R- r) ? R*. We have seen that 
an open ball of radius m(R - r) can be covered by N m balls of radius r. 
So the set {Yl, ... , Yn} can be covered by Nm balls of radius r. We now 
assume that 10g(f3/a) is much larger than r. It then follows from the middle 
equation in (9.4) that IYi - Yj I > 2r for i :I j. Consequently, any ball of 
radius r can contain at most one of the points Yj. This gives 
n::::;; N m ::::;; N1+R*/(R-r)::::;; C(R,r,N,8)(f3/a)C(R,r,N,8). 
By changing the constants if necessary, the same is true even without the 
assumption that 10g(f3/a) is much larger than r. Since the diameter of X 
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is finite, the assumption j3 :::; 1 is also inconsequential. We conclude that 
the Assouad dimension of 8X is finite. D 
10 Embeddings into Real Hyperbolic Spaces 
The definition of the metric p on Con(X) was motivated by the upper 
half-space model of real hyperbolic n-space IHIn. In this model 
IHIn = lR~ = {(Xl, ... ,Xn) E lRn : Xn > o} 
is equipped with the Riemannian metric given by the length element 
ds2 = ~(dxi + ... + dx~). 
Xn 
The space IHIn is a Riemannian n-manifold with constant sectional curva-
ture -l. 
We identify lRn- l with the hyperplane in lRn given by the equation 
Xn = O. For X E lRn we write X = (z, h), where z E lRn- l , hER Then 
IHIn = {(z, h) : z E lRn-l, h > O}. 
It is not hard to find explicit expressions for the hyperbolic distance 
dh((Z, h), (Z', h')) of two points (z, h), (Z', h') E IHIn. For our purpose it is 
sufficient to know that for some universal constant C > 0 
I I I ( I z - Zl I + h V hI) I dh((Z, h), (z, h)) - 2 log Jhhi :::; C. (10.1) 
Here I z - Zl I is the euclidean distance of z and Z'. 
The spaces IHIn, n E N, are geodesic, and from (10.1) and the first part 
of the proof of Theorem 7.2 it follows that they are C-hyperbolic. 
The Gromov boundary 8IHIn can be identified with lRn - l U {oo}. If 
M c lR~ is bounded with respect to the euclidean metric, then (M, dh) 
is C-hyperbolic, and 8M can be identified with the intersection of the 
euclidean closure of M and lRn - l . Moreover, if w E IHIn, then 
(ZIZ')w = -log Iz - zll + OM,w(1) , \/z, z' E 8M c lRn- l . (10.2) 
In particular, the euclidean metric is bilipschitz to a metric in the canonical 
gauge of 8M. These statements can be verified using (10.1), and consider-
ations as in the proof of Theorem 8.l. 
If A c IHIn U 8IHIn, let hull(A) c IHIn be the intersection of all closed 
half-spaces H C IHIn such that A C H U 8H. Recall that in the upper half-
space model of IHIn, half-spaces in IHIn are determined by hyperplanes in lRn 
perpendicular to lRn- l or spheres with center in lRn- l . The set hull(A) 
is the smallest set M C IHIn that is hyperbolically convex and closed, and 
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satisfies A eMu 8M. Here we have to assume that A consists of more 
than one point if A c 8JH[n, for otherwise hull(A) = 0. 
We need the following facts about hull(A). 
PROPOSITION 10.1. (1) Let A c JH[n. For each P E hull(A), there exists 
a point q E JH[n that lies on a geodesic segment with endpoints in A and 
satisfies dh(P, q) ~ 0(1). 
(2) Let A c 8JH[n be a set with more than one point, and fix 0 E hull(A). 
For each P E hull (A) , there exists a point q E JH[n that lies on a geodesic 
ray from 0 to some point in A and satisfies dh(P, q) ~ 0(1). 
(3) Let Z c IRn - 1 c 8JH[n be a compact set containing more than one 
point. Then hull ( Z) rv Con( Z). 
Remember the notation X rv Y, if two metric spaces X, Yare roughly 
quasi-isometric, X ~ Y if they are roughly similar, and X rv Y, if there 
are roughly isometric. 
It is worthwhile to note that the constant 0(1) in the statement is 
absolute. In particular, it does not depend on the dimension n. 
Proof. Statement (1) and (2) can easily be proved, for example, by using the 
Euclidean unit ball in IRn as the Klein model for JH[n (where the hyperbolic 
geodesics are line segments) with P corresponding to O. We leave the details 
to the reader. 
(3) Since Z is compact, 8(hull(Z)) = Z. To see this note that Z c 
8(hull(Z)). On the other hand, assume z E IRn-l\z c 8JH[n. Since Z is 
compact, there exists a small closed euclidean ball B centered at z which 
is disjoint from Z. Then H = B n IR~ is a closed half-space in JH[n disjoint 
from hull(Z). Hence, z tt 8(hull(Z)). 
By the second part of (1), the union of the geodesic rays in hull(Z) 
emanating from some fixed basepoint 0 E hull(Z) is cobounded. Therefore, 
hull(Z) is visual. 
Since hull(Z) is also Gromov hyperbolic, Theorem 8.2 shows that hull(Z) 
rv Con( Z). To get the stronger statement hull ( Z) rv Con( Z) note that the 
euclidean metric on Z = 8(hull(Z)) is bilipschitz to a metric in the canoni-
cal gauge on 8(hull(Z)) by formula (10.2). The assertion now follows from 
the remark after Theorem 8.2. D 
Theorem 10.2. Let X be a Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric space 
with bounded growth at some scale. Then there exists an integer n such 
that X is roughly similar to a convex subset of hyperbolic n-space JH[n. 
Note that the theorem has an easy converse. If X is geodesic and 
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roughly similar to a subset of lHIn, then X is Gromov hyperbolic and has 
bounded growth at some scale. 
Let d be the metric on X. The theorem says that for some c > 0 
the metric space (X, cd) is roughly isometric to a convex subset of lHIn. 
The proof shows that there is a C = C (8 (X)) > 0 such that c may be 
chosen as any number in (0, C). However, one cannot always take c = 1, 
as demonstrated by Proposition 10.3 below. 
Proof First suppose that the union of the geodesic rays starting from some 
basepoint 0 E X is cobounded in X, and that ax contains more than one 
point. 
Then X is visual, and so X ~ Con( (aX, d)) by Theorem 8.2. Here, 
d is some fixed metric in the canonical gauge on ax. By Theorem 7.4 
applied to snowflake maps, Con((aX, d)) ~ Con((aX, d1/ 2 )). Theorem 9.2 
shows that ax has finite Assouad dimension. By Theorem 9.1, (aX, d1/ 2 ) 
admits a bilipschitz embedding into IRn- 1 for sufficiently large n. Let Z be 
the bilipschitz image of (aX, d1/ 2 ) in IRn-l. By Theorem 7.4 for bilipschitz 
maps, Con((aX, d1/ 2 )) rv Con(Z). Since ax is complete, bounded, and 
contains more than one point, Z also has these properties. In particular, 
Z is compact. Proposition 10.1 shows that Con(Z) rv hull(Z). Therefore, 
X rv hull ( Z) c lHIn, proving the assertion in this case. 
Now drop the additional assumptions on X. Since X has bounded 
growth at some scale, there exist constants R > r > 0, N E N such that 
every open ball of radius R in X can be covered by N open balls of radius r. 
Let Xo be a maximal set of points in X with the property that the distance 
between any two points in Xo is at least 5R. 
At each point Xo EX, we glue an isometric copy of the ray [0, (0) to 
~ by identifying Xo with 0, the initial point of the ray. The new space 
X carries a unique metric which agrees~with the metric on X, the metrics 
on the rays glued to X, and makes X a geodesic space. If a geodesic 
segment connects two points lying on different rays glued to X, then this 
segment contains the initial points of the rays. Using this aEd the thin 
triangle definition of hyperbolicity, it is not hard to check that X is Gromov 
hyperbolic. 
If we assign to each point Xo E Xo the limit point in ax of the ray glued 
to xo, then we get an injective embedding of Xo into ax. From this we see 
that we may assume that ax contains more than one point. For otherwise, 
Xo is a one point set. Then X has bounded diameter. The theorem is true 
in this case, X being roughly similar to a point. 
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Fix some basepoint 0 E X. For each Xo E X o, the union of a geodesic 
segment [0, xo], and the ray glued to X at Xo is a geodesic ray emanating 
from o. By definition of Xo this implies that the union of the geodesic rays 
from 0 is 5R-cobounded. 
To verify that X ~has bounded growth at some scale, observe }hat a 
ball of radius R in X can intersect at most ~ne component of X - X. 
Consequently, any open ball of radius R in X can be covered by N + 
I R/r l open balls of radius r, where I R/r l denotes the least integer greater 
than R/r. ~ 
It follows that X satisfies the additional assumptions of the special case 
~ ---- ----treated above. So we know that X '" W for some convex set W c lHIn, 
where n is sufficiently large. Let W denote the image of X under a rough 
~ -----
similarity f : X ---+ W. Then X '" W. 
We claim that W '" hull(W). To see this let w, w' E W. There exist 
points x, x, E X such that w = f (x) and w' = f (x'). Since X is geodesic, 
there exists a geodesic segment [x, x'] joining x and x'. The image f([x, x']) 
is a roughly quasi-isometric path joining wand w'. By geodesic stability 
in lHIn, dHaus (J ([x, x']), [w, w']) ~ c, where c depends on the parameters of 
f only. 
This shows that W = f(X) is cobounded in the set consisting of the 
union of all geodesic segments with endpoints in W. Since the latter set 
is cobounded in hull(W) by Proposition 10.1, the set W is also cobounded 
in hull(W). Therefore, the inclusion map i : W ---+ hull(W) is a rough 
isometry. We conclude X ~ hull(W) c lHIn, completing the proof of the 
theorem. D 
The following theorem shows that in 10.2 "roughly similar" cannot be 
replaced by "roughly isometric" . 
PROPOSITION 10.3. Let dh denote the standard metric on 1HI2 , let c > 1 
and n EN. Then the metric space X = (1HI2 , c dh) is not roughly isometric 
to a subset of lHIn . 
Proof Recall that alHIn the (n - l)-dimensional unit sphere is sn-1, in the 
following sense. For every 0 E lHIn the metric dalHIn 01 is bilipschitz to dsn-l, 
the spherical metric on sn-1. We identify alHIn ~ith sn-1. 
Suppose that X is roughly isometric to a subset W of lHIn. Then it must 
be roughly isometric to hull(W). Fix points 0 E X, 0' E W, and fix a 
small E > O. It follows that the metric da1HI2 ° CE is bilipschitz to the metric , , 
dahull(W),o',o which is just the restriction of dalHIn,o',E to aw. It therefore 
follows that (dSl)C is bilipschitz to the restriction of dsn-l to aw, in the 
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sense that there is a homeomorphism 9 : 8 1 ---+ oW c 8n - 1 and a constant 
C such that 
C-1dsn-l(g(X),g(y)) ~ dSl(X,y)C ~ Cdsn-l(g(X),g(y)) , 
for every x, y E 8 1. However, for every x, y E 8 1 and every s > ° there 
is a sequence x = XO, Xl, ... , Xk = Y such that 2.:;=1 dSl (Xj-1, Xj)C < s. It 
follows that dSl (x, y) = 0, a contradiction. D 
It is interesting to ask what can remain of the conclusion of Theo-
rem 10.2 if the assumption that X has finite growth at some scale is re-
moved. 
For any metric space Z let 
Conh(Z) = Z x (0, (0), 
and define a metric dh on Conh(Z) as follows. Given two points p = 
(z, h),p' = (z', h') E Conh(Z), let dh(P,P') be the distance between the two 
points in the hyperbolic plane JHI2 whose coordinates in the upper half-plane 
model are (0, h) and (Iz - z'l, h'). Note that Conh(IRn-1) = JHIn. The spaces 
Conh(Z) are 8-hyperbolic for some univeral 8 ?:: 0. This is seen by checking 
the four point condition (3.3) using (10.1), and the argument of the first 
part of the proof of Theorem 7.2. 
If Y is any bounded subset of Z, then (10.1) implies that the set inclu-
sion i : Con(Y) ---+ Conh(Z) is a roughly isometric embedding of Con(Y) 
into Conh (Z) . 
On first thought it seems tempting to expect that perhaps any Gromov 
hyperbolic space admits a rough similarity into Conh(H), where H is a 
sufficiently large Hilbert space. This seems to be natural, since Conh(H) 
of a Hilbert space H is the infinite dimensional analogue of JHIn. However, 
it follows from results of Enfio [E] (see also [Raj) that there is a bounded 
metric spaces (Z, d) such that none of the spaces (Z, dP ), p E (0,1]' has 
a bilipschitz embedding into any Hilbert space. This can be used to show 
that Con(Z) does not admit a rough similarity into Conh(H) for any Hilbert 
space H. 
On the other hand, the following is easy. 
Theorem 10.4. For every Gromov hyperbolic space X there is an l(X)-
space l(X)(A) and a rough similarity of X into Conh(l(X)(A)). 
Recall that if A is any set, then l(X)(A) is the space of all bounded real-
valued functions on A equipped with the metric coming from the supremum 
norm. 
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Proof Using Theorem 4.1, we assume with no loss of generality that X is 
a geodesic metric space. Choose a basepoint 0 EX. To every point x E X 
glue a new copy of the ray [0, 00 ), wi 0 the initial point of the ray identified 
with x, and call the resulting space X. Endow l! with the obvious metric, 
and note that X is Gromov hyperbolic. Then X has the property that for 
every point x E X there is a geodesic ray from 0 passing through x (cf. the 
proof of Theorem 10.2). Let Z = ax. Then X rv Con(Z) by Theorem 8.2. 
Fix a metric d in the canonical gauge on Z. Then the map f : (Z, d) -----+ 
loo(Z), z 1-----+ d(z, .), is an isometric embedding of (Z, d) into loo(Z). Thus 
Con(Z) rv Con(J(Z)). Since the inclusion Con(J(Z)) C Conh(loo(Z)) is a 
rough isometric embedding by the remark following the definition of Conh, 
X admits an embedding into Conh(loo(Z)) by a rough similarity. The same 
is then true for X. D 
11 Some Two-dimensional Applications 
In this section a characterization of the hyperbolic plane among geodesic 
metric spaces up to rough quasi-isometry is given. It would be interesting 
to have similar statements for higher dimensional hyperbolic spaces as well. 
We also give a sufficient condition for a Gromov hyperbolic planar graph 
to be roughly quasi-isometric to a convex subset of llJI2 . 
DEFINITION. A metric space Z is called a >..-quasi-circle for >.. ;? 1, if it is 
homeomorphic to the circle 8 1 = {x E <C : Ixl = 1}, and has the property 
that for any pair of distinct points x, y E Z, the diameter of at least one of 
the two components of Z - {x, y} is at most >"Ix - YI. 
We need the following result (cf. [ThV1, Thm.4.9]). 
Theorem 11.1. A metric space Z is power quasisymmetric to 8 1 if and 
only if it is a quasi-circle and doubling. 
The theorem was not exactly stated like this in [Tu V1], but our state-
ment is equivalent. To see this note that a metric space is doubling if and 
only if it has finite Assouad dimension, and this is equivalent to the condi-
tion that the space is homogeneously totally bounded as defined in [Th V1] 
(cf. Def. 2.7 and Rem. 3.20). Moreover, every quasi symmetry between con-
nected metric spaces is a power quasisymmetry (cf. [ThV1, Cor. 3.12]). 
There are quasi-circles which are not doubling. The unit circle 8 1 with 
the metric d(x, y) = 1/ 10g(100/lx - yl), x -I- y, is an example. 
Theorem 11.2. A geodesic metric space X is roughly quasi-isometric to 
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the hyperbolic plane 1HI2 if and only if X is Gromov hyperbolic, visual, has 
bounded growth at some scale, and aX is a quasi-circle. 
The property of a metric space being a quasi-circle is preserved by 
quasisymmetric maps. In particular, for the condition that aX is a quasi-
circle it does not matter which metric in the canonical gauge on aX we 
choose. 
There are Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces which are visual, 
have bounded growth at some scale, and for which aX is a topological 
circle, but which are not roughly quasi-isometric to 1HI2. For example, one 
can take X to be the hyperbolic convex hull of a topological circle Z in 
a1HI3 which is not a quasi-circle. If X and 1HI2 were roughly quasi-isometric, 
then Z = aX and a1HI2 would be power quasisymmetric. This is impossible, 
since a1HI2 is a quasi-circle (cf. the proof below). 
Proof First note that 1HI2 is a Gromov hyperbolic geodesic metric space 
which is visual and has bounded growth at some scale. If we use the unit 
disc model of the hyperbolic plane, then a1HI2 can be identified with the unit 
circle 8 1, and it can be shown that the euclidean metric on 8 1 is bilipschitz 
to a metric in the canonical gauge. Therefore, a1HI2 is a quasi-circle. 
Conversely, if a metric space has all the properties stated in the theo-
rem, then X rv Con(aX) by Theorem 8.2. By Theorem 9.2 the Assouad 
dimension of aX is finite, and so aX is doubling. Hence aX is power quasi-
symmetric to 8 1 by Theorem 11.1. By the first part of the proof, we can 
apply these considerations to 1HI2. In particular, 1HI2 rv Con(a1HI2). More-
over, both a1HI2 and aX are power quasisymmetric to 8 1 , and so there are 
power quasisymmetric to each other. This implies Con(aX) rv Con(a1HI2) 
by Theorem 7.4. We conclude that X rv 1HI2. D 
Following is an application of Theorem 11.2 to planar graphs. We con-
sider only connected graphs G and think of G as being equipped with a 
path metric in the usual way, where the edges are intervals of length 1. 
Theorem 11.3. Let G be a Gromov hyperbolic planar graph with 
bounded vertex degree. Suppose that the union of all geodesics is cobounded 
in G, and that every compact subset of the plane contains only finitely many 
vertices of G. Then G is roughly quasi-isometric to a convex subset of1HI2. 
The following lemma is probably known, but we have not found a ref-
erence. 
LEMMA 11.4. Suppose that a geodesic metric space Z is the union, 
Z = Xu Y, of two closed subsets X, Y c Z. Assume that X n Y is 
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geodesic, and both X and Yare 8-hyperbolic. Then Z is 8' -hyperbolic, 
where 8' only depends on 8. 
A proof can be based on Rips' thin triangles definition. The details are 
left to the reader. 
We shall also need a recent theorem of P. Bowers. 
Theorem 11.5 [B]. Let G be the 1-skeleton of a triangulation of the 
plane, which is Gromov hyperbolic. Then the Gromov boundary 8G is 
either a single point or a topological circle. 
In the latter case, suppose that "( is a geodesic in G, and let Gl , G2 be 
the two halves of G "cut" by "(. Then Gl and G2 are Gromov hyperbolic 
and the closed arcs on the circle 8G determined by the endpoints of"( are 
the Gromov boundaries of Gl and G2. 
Proof of 11.3. Assume that G is 8-hyperbolic. 
Our first goal is to obtain a better understanding of the planar embed-
ding of G. A face is a component of ffi.2 - G. Let F be a bounded face. 
Then there are finitely many vertices of Gin 8F. We shall now show that 
the number of vertices in 8 F is bounded independently of F. 
Given any simple closed path a in G, let D(a) denote the closure of the 
bounded component of ffi.2 - a. Let n be the least number of vertices in a 
simple closed path a in G satisfying D(a) ~ F. Let a be a simple closed 
path in G with n vertices such that D(a) ~ F and with D(a) as small as 
possible. That is, there is no a' =F a with n vertices and F C D( a') C D( a). 
If we choose three almost equally spaced vertices in a, then a becomes 
a geodesic triangle. Therefore, from the Rips thin triangles condition it 
follows that there is an upper bound of 0 8(1) on n, the number of vertices 
in a. 
No geodesic "( in G intersects the interior of D(a), because otherwise we 
could contradict the minimality of the length of a or of D( a) by replacing 
an arc of a by an arc of "( n D(a). Since the union of all geodesics is 
cobounded G, it follows that there is an upper bound on the distance from 
any vertex on 8F to a. Since the degrees of the vertices in G are bounded, 
and the length n, of a is bounded, it follows that the number of vertices 
in 8F is bounded. Consequently, we assume, with no loss of generality, 
that each bounded face is a triangle (that is, has three vertices on its 
boundary), because triangulating the bounded faces gives a planar graph 
roughly isometric to G. 
We now deal with the unbounded faces, and prove that with no loss 
of generality it may be assumed that the boundary of an unbounded face 
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is a geodesic. Let F be an unbounded face. Then there are infinitely 
many vertices in 8F. Fix two vertices a, b in 8F, and let (3 be a simple 
curve in the interior of F with endpoints a, b. Then there is a geodesic 
arc Cta,b joining a and b such that D( Cta,b U (3) is minimal with respect to 
inclusion. It follows that no geodesic enters D(Cta,b U (3). Now let a and 
b tend to infinity along 8F, "in opposite directions". Since the union of 
the geodesics is cobounded in G, there is an upper bound on the lower 
limit of the combinatorial distance of an arbitrary vertex v E 8F from Cta,b. 
One consequence is that we may extract a limiting geodesic CtF. It also 
follows that there are no geodesics that meet the component of JR2 - CtF 
which contains F. Let GF be the set of vertices and edges of G that are 
contained in the component of JR2 - CtF that contains F, and let G' be 
the graph obtained from G by deleting GF for every unbounded face F. 
Then G' is roughly isometric to G. Consequently, assume with no loss of 
generality that G = G' and for every unbounded F, its boundary 8F is a 
geodesic in G. 
Now let Q be a bounded degree triangulation of the upper half-plane 
that is roughly quasi-isometric to a hyperbolic half-plane and such that 
8Q, the part of Q on the real axis, is a geodesic. For each unbounded 
face F of G, glue a graph QF combinatorially isomorphic to Q, with 8QF 
identified with the geodesic 8F, and with orientations agreeing. Let 8 be 
the resulting graph. 
~ 
Suppose that Xl, X2, X3, X4 are four vertices in G. Then there are at 
most four unbounded faces F such that {Xl, X2, X3, X4} is contained in G 
union with the corresponding QF'S. Consequently, it follows by applying 
Lemma 11.4 three times that the distances determined by these four points 
satisfy (3.3) with some constant {)' independent of the choice of the points 
XI,X2,X3,X4. Therefore, 8 is Gromov hyperbolic. Moreover, it is (combi-
natorially isomorphic to) a triangulation of the plane where the union of 
the geodesics is cobounded, and G is isometric with a subset of 8. 
From Theorem 11.5 it follows that the Gromov boundary 88 is a topo-
logical circle. We will show that it is a quasi-circle. 
!ix a basepoint ° E 88. If x, y E 88, X =I- y, there exists a geodesic '"Yxy 
in G joining X and y, i.e., one end of '"Yxy converges to X and one to y. It 
can be shown that 
(Xly) = dist(o,'"Yxy) + 08(1). 
It follows that if d is some fixed metric in the canonical gauge on 88, then 
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there exists E > 0 such that 
d(x, y) ::=::: e-Edist(o,I'XY) . (11.1) 
Here ::=::: means equality up to multiplicative constants independent of x 
and y. 
Let Zl, Z2 be}wo distinct points in BO, let aI, a2 C BO be the two 
closed arcs on BG determined by Zl, Z2, and let WI E aI, W2 E a2 be points 
chosen to maximize d(Zl' WI) and d(Z2' W2). Note that Zl =I=- WI, Z2 =I=- W2· 
Let "Y C 0 be a geodesic joining Zl and Z2. Then 0 - "Y has two components, 
one, Al say, that contains a geodesic ray with limit point WI, and one, A2 
say, that contains a geodesic ray with limit point W2. 
Changing notation if necessary, we may assume that 0 E "Y U AI. The 
geodesic j3 C X joining W2 and Z2 lies entirely in "Y U A 2 . In order to reach 
j3 from 0, one must cross "Y. Therefore, dist(o,"Y) ~ dist(o,j3). By (11.1) 
this implies 
d- diam(a2) ~ 2d(Z2' W2) ~ cle-Edist(o,,B) 
~ cle-Edist(o,l') ~ C2 d (Zl, Z2) . 
Here the constants CI, C2 > 0 can be chosen independently of the points 
ZI, Z2, WI, W2· This shows that BO is a quasi-circle. 
~ 
The graph G is visual, as easiq follows !rom the fact that the union 
of the geodesics is cobounded in G. Since G has bounded degree, it has 
bounded growth at some scale, and BO has finite Assouad dimension. The-
orem 11.2 then tells us that 0 is roughly quasi-isometric to JH[2. Conse-
quently, G is quasi-isometric to a subset, say W of JH[2. As in the proof 
of Theorem 10.2, it can be shown that W is roughly isometric to hull(W). 
The theorem follows. D 
COROLLARY 11.6. Assume additionally in Theorem 11.3 that BG is 
connected. Then G is roughly quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic plane, or 
to a hyperbolic half-plane. 
The proof easily follows from Theorem 11.3, and is left to the reader. 
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Correction to "Embeddings of Gromov hyperbolic spaces". The parts of 
the proof of Theorem 9.2 related to the relations (9.4) are somewhat garbled, but it 
is easy to correct the argument. The idea is to find for each of the points Zj suitable 
associated points Xj and Yj in X. The points Xl, ... , xn should be close together, 
the distance IXj - Yj I should be controlled, but we want the definite separation 
IYi - Yjl > 2r for i =I- j. As in the paper, one chooses Xj for j = 1, ... , n such that 
IXjl = -log,6 and l-log,6 - (xjlzj)1 ::::; C(O). Then IXi - xjl = 08(1) as follows 
from Lemma 5.l. 
The point Yj is chosen such that IYj I = t and I (Yj IZj) - tl ::::; C( 0) for appropriate 
t 2: O. If t 2: -log 0:, then again Lemma 5.1 shows that 
IXj -Yjl =t+log,6+08(1) 
and 
IYi - Yjl 2: 2t + 2 logo: + 0 8(1) 
for i =I- j. If we pick t = - 2 log 0: + log,6 + C (0), then 
IXj - Yjl = 2( -logo: + log,6) + 0 8(1) 
and 
IYj - Yil > 2log(,6/0:). 
Here we may assume that log(,6/o:) 2: r, because if this inequality is not true, then 
we replace 0: by a smaller quantity that is comparable to 0: up to a factor only 
depending on r. The rest of the argument is as in the paper. 
Mario Bonk 
